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Abstract 

Mobile ad hoc network presents generally several challenges such as high dynamic topology, 
packet loss and frequent routes discovering that result in low throughput and reduced packet 
delivery ratio. To reduce the number of route discovering process, multipath routing protocols 
makes use of alternate paths to continue packets transmission. Ad Hoc On-demand, multipath 
distance vector routing protocol or AOMDV, is one of the well-known multipath protocols 
that relays on the hop count metric to route packets. However maintaining disjoint active 
routes can reduce nodes life time and lead to more control messages like error and 
discovering packets. In this paper, a pre-emptive approach is proposed based on the historical 
values of nodes energy. Nodes that excessively consume energy in time are considered 
overloaded and are excluded from route discovering, hence nodes with reduced energy 
variation are selected to route packets. Simulation results show reduced number of dead 
nodes by 30 %, overhead by 16%. 
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1. Introduction 

A mobile ad hoc network or MANET is a wireless communication network formed by 
cooperating mobile nodes to deliver packets. It presents several challenges such as high 
dynamic topology, frequent nodes movement change, low power capacity and limited 
throughput and bandwidth [1]. In such network scenarios, it is very important to manage the 
packets routing effectively with the minimum of time and effort. Therefore, the routing 
protocol must be adapted to the frequent topological changes in the fastest possible way. 

The -on-demand routing protocols provide the opportunity to discover and maintain a 
route whenever there is a need for it. Several reactive protocols have been proposed and 
implemented, these includes the "Dynamic Source Routing" (DSR) and the "Ad hoc 
On-Demand Distance Vector" (AODV) [2]. The AODV is the most common reactive routing 
protocol for MANETs. Although the AODV provides a good performance and latency in 
small networks size, it incurs a high overhead when the network size increases, this may lead 
to a degradation of the protocol performance [3]. 

In fact, during route discovery process, multiple paths might be discovered. The source 
node chooses the best path among them to route its packets, the rest of paths are discarded. 
However, even best paths might break, and since there is no alternate path to rely on it, it 
leaves no choice to intermediate nodes but to drop their current packets [4]. This packet loss 
may result in lower throughput and reduced packet delivery ratio. In addition, in high 
dynamic topology, the cost of a new route discovery in term of latency and overhead is too 
high; the frequent routes discovering process can increase significantly the average 
end-to-end delay [5]. 

The Multipath on-demand protocols have great ability to reduce the route discovery 
frequency compared to the single path protocols [6]. These protocols maintain the alternate 
paths that have been already discovered, and use them to recover whenever the main path 
crashes. First, the path with the optimized hop count is used as a primary path. When this 
path fails, instead of launching another route discovery process, the alternate paths are used to 
continue packets transmission. This may reduce the number of routes discovery packets 
transmitted across the network to search alternative paths. Moreover, a higher number of 
alternate paths are provided whenever the node density in network raises [7].  

These Multipath on-demand protocols minimize the number of new routes discovering 
process and eventually reduce the packets loss resulting a better packet delivery ratio and 
enhanced throughput; however, it is still suffering in high dynamic topology [8]. 

In literature, main works tries to enhance the performance of the AOMDV protocol, by 
exchanging packet to reveal nodes battery, node geographical coordinates and velocity. These 
information are used to estimate link failure or nodes life time [9]. However, the network 
status is very dynamic. The use of historical traffic in network to enhance the performance 
can give a better overview of the network performance and reduce the number of packet 
exchanged between nodes. In this paper we have used historical variation of nodes energy 
values to increase the nodes life time and reduce overhead. 
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Taking in account the fact that Energy consumption of nodes depends mainly on the 
number of transmitted and received packets. We conclude that the node energy variation 
depends then on several factors such as the number of packet in the node’s buffer, frequent 
route failure leading to increase control and data packets transmission, the number of control 
and data packet passing throw this node, etc.  For example an increased energy variation of 
a specific node between two slots of time t and t+1, may be justified by the increased packet 
flow passing by this node. 

In our approach, we have used the historical values of nodes energy to compute energy 
variation rate. This information can reveal if there is an excessive consumption of energy. 
Multiples actions may increase the energy consumption such as an increased packet passing 
throw the node, increased route error packet transmission, etc. 

The main objective of this work is to maximize nodes lifetime, reduce overhead, and to 
conserve energy consumption of the AOMDV protocol. The proposed scheme attempts to 
solve the above mentioned problem by relying on nodes with the minimal energy variation to 
root packets. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work, we 
explain how the AOMDV protocol performs and we give a detailed description of the 
principle procedures of the protocol in section 3. The mathematic model used to reveal 
energy variation rate during time and the implementation of the proposed approach are 
discussed in section 4. The performance parameters, results and analysis are detailed in 
section 5. We conclude the paper and present the future perspectives. 

 

2. Related work 

2.1 Ad Hoc On-demand, multipath distance vector routing protocol 

Several studies were conducted to reduce the link failure of the AOMDV protocol. Joshi 
et al. [6] implemented predictive pre-emptive AOMDV routing protocol for MANET. 
Authors used an energy threshold to predict a link failure in paths from source to destination, 
afterward, if the main path will probably crash, the source will pre-select another alternate 
path from the backup paths stored in its routing table. Simulation result shows reduced packet 
drop ratio and increased network throughput. However, the proposed protocol adds location 
information in the RREQ packet such as the velocity, position, and movement direction of the 
source. This information can lead to excessive consumption of energy using GPS devices, 
moreover an extra size of packet is added, which can cause an increased overhead. 

Kalpana and Karthik [10] added a new mechanism to predict the link breakage in 
AOMDV based on signal strength. The proposed protocol is capable to determine if the 
quality of link will be improved (i.e. stable) or will be reduced (i.e. probability of failure) in 
order to anticipate link breakage and improve QoS. The proposed protocol predicts the future 
disconnection of an active route to provide another cached link before break occurs. When 
the  signal quality is declining due to neighbour node remoteness, a discovery of two hops 
part of the path will be established and it will be used when disconnection happens. The 
simulation results shows that the proposed protocol PF_AODV provides better performance 
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in terms of throughput, packet loss and delay. However in dense and dynamic networks, a 
discovery of paths to rescue two more hops can increase the network overhead. 

 Mallapur and Patil [11], implemented a "stable backbone-based multipath routing 
protocol (SBMRP)". The proposed routing protocol tries to rely on the best paths from source 
to destination by routing packets throw candidate nodes which have the lowest mobility 
movement changes, the higher power capacity, the higher link quality, and the signal strength.  
The efficiency of this protocol is shown with less dropped packets and increased number of 
successfully packet received. 

Gupta and Prasad [3], presented a congestion management mechanism in AOMDV 
protocol. They proposed dynamic queuing to reduce the overhead and congestion in network. 
First, the sender will obtain all information of intermediate nodes (queue size, data rate, etc.) 
in paths from source to destination. An acknowledgement packet is used to indicate capability 
of intermediate nodes. If the load is not balanced, source node will alter rate of every path 
and estimate the load. Simulation results show reduced delay and management overhead. 

Sonawale and Nema [7], showed that the historical flow of control packet such as 
RREQs, RREP and REER messages in the network can be used to reveal the accessibility of 
nodes. Once we have the accessibility feature of each node, only the "accessible" and "start" 
nodes are allowed to initiate a route discovery process. This results in a better use of network 
resources. The performance results show that this approach can reduce the routing overhead 
and improve the Packet delivery ratio. However, to compute accessibility information, 
Routing table entries are never deleted. This may be a problem in dense network size. 

2.2 Energy and network life time 

Authors Sivaraman and Karthikeyan [12], have implemented an "Energy Efficient and 
Bandwidth Aware On-demand Multipath routing protocol for Mobile Ad hoc Networks 
(EE-BWA-AOMDV)". The proposed routing protocol relies on the best paths basing on the 
minimal residual energy and available bandwidth. The path with the greatest available 
bandwidth as its primary path for transfer data. The efficiency of this protocol is quite 
impressive with less dropped packets, less energy consumption and increased packet delivery 
rate. However counting always on nodes with minimum energy and high bandwidth may 
exhausted rapidly the nodes battery in time. 

Aqeel et al. [13], proposed an energy efficient optimized AOMDV Routing protocol 
which could consider energy conservation using using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). A 
fitness function is used to find the optimal path from source node to destination node to 
reduce the energy consumption in multipath routing. The distance of this route will be 
considered, the optimum route refers to the route that has the highest energy level and the less 
distance. Whenever an intermediate node receives a route reply packet, it computes its 
remaining energy and add it to the energy field in the route reply packet. If the sender 
receives multiple reply, it will choose the path with the maximum average energy per hop 
value. Simulation results show a better performance in terms of delivery rate, end delay, and 
throughput.  
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An improved energy efficient AODV routing protocol for MANETs is proposed by Patil 
Annapurna et al. [14]. Authors used the evaluation of nodes energy values to forward the 
packets with the least drained nodes paths, making the network adaptive in nature. The 
protocol uses the concept of drain count into AODV protocol. Drain counts are calculated 
based on residual energy of nodes. Paths with the least drain count are used to route packets. 
Simulation results show a reduced overhead and an increased network life time. However, in 
high dynamic scenarios, AODV has better values of throughput. The proposed protocol 
generates a lot of control packets and an extra computation cost when calculating drain. 

A life time maximization of the AOMDV protocol is proposed by Liu et al. [15]. Authors 
balanced the energy consumption to preserves the residual energy of nodes and increase the 
network life time. The basic idea is straightforward with the use of two parameters: the 
energy threshold and the coefficient alpha. These parameters are used to ensure the 
preservation of the node energy. The protocol performance shows an increased network life 
time and reduced energy consumption.  

A comparative analysis of the E-AOMDV protocol with the MC-AOMDV protocol using 
multi-criteria multipath Routing is presented by Kaur and Singh [16]. The residual energy of 
nodes and distance is taken into account while making multiple paths from source to the 
destination, to preserve the energy consumption in mobile ad hoc networks. NS2 simulation 
results showed that MC-AOMDV is better in terms of overhead and throughput.   

In [17], authors studied the energy consumption in Wireless sensor networks (WSN), and 
presented different works made to improve the duration of network lifetime. WSN is set of 
very small device, used to collect information. Most of the cases these networks are placed in 
difficult areas to reach, in which it is difficult to charge and replace nodes battery, so the 
energy conserving of WSN nodes is crucial.  To prolong the life of the network, several 
routing approaches have been proposed. Authors demonstrated that ART-LEACH protocol 
was able to improve energy consumption and extend life of the network by 40% compared to 
LEACH protocol and IB-LEACH. Hence a new approach was proposed where the authors to 
transfer and select the CH (Cluster Head). The simulation results showed that the proposed 
approach reduce energy consumption and increase the duration of network life. 

In [18], presented a survey of power saving and energy optimization techniques for wireless 
sensor networks. The authors discussed the wireless hardware structure of senor node, the 
characteristics and requirements of a wireless sensor node and the energy wastage given by 
electronic circuit. The authors showed that the electronic design that includes the right 
component for nodes is crucial to enhance the network performance. In the end, the authors 
compared between several MAC and routing protocols that have been designed to optimize 
the power consumption. 

 

3. AOMDV Routing Protocol Overview 

AOMDV "Ad Hoc On-demand, multipath distance vector routing protocol", is a special 
routing protocol designed for MANET environment. The key concept of the AOMDV 
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protocol is to compute multiple loop-free paths, to switch to an alternate path if the main path 
the destination node crashes. AOMDV can use two approaches to find node-disjoint or 
link-disjoint paths [10]. A new route discovering process is initiated only after the failure of 
all disjoint paths.  

In the Node disjoint path each intermediate node does not reject immediately the route 
request RREQ coming from the source node arriving via a different neighbour, the path is 
stored in the routing table of the intermediate node to mark a node disjoint path. However 
these route requests are not propagated, due the fact that broadcasting more than one RREQ 
may lead to have more than one path traversing the same intermediate node. When a route 
reply RREP is received, the node replies the source via the reverse disjoint path in its routing 
table. Note that path with the node disjointness is stricter then paths with the link disjointness. 
The link disjointness approach allows computing multiple paths passing by the same node, 
thus common nodes may be founded in paths from source to destination, when an 
intermediate node receives a RREP from the destination, and it replies the source via the link 
disjoint paths in its routing table.AOMDV uses advertised hop-count to ensure not getting 
any routing loops. Mainly there are three principle procedures in the AOMDV Routing 
Protocol: 

3.1 Send Route request 

When a source needs to deliver packets to a destination it first checks whether it has a 
valid pre-existing path to it in its routing table. If it is the case, it delivers the content 
directly .If not, it stores the current packets in a buffer (the packets are buffered in a FIFO 
"first in, first out" queue) and transmit them to the destination whenever a route is set [19]. 
Afterward, the source will trigger a new route discovery process in order to find a path to the 
destination, following these key action rules: 

•  After sending a Route Requests a timer is set, when the timer is expires without 
getting any response from the destination, a new route discovery process is initiated. 

•  The source is allowed to rebroadcast the RREQ packets  for a maximum number, 
after that the source  will stop sending route requests to prevent the increasing of  the  
network overhead with an endless broadcast. Figure 1 shows the RREQ packet flood in 
network during route discovery. 

 

Figure 1. Route discovery packets flood in network. 
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•  The time to live value (TTL) is used to indicate the maximum hop count for packets 
to be forwarded. This value is set to a predefined value in the first transmission and increased 
to a greater value in the second retransmissions (to prevent putting more overhead). 
Retransmissions occur only if no replies are received.  

3.2 Receive, Forward and Reply a Route Request 

When a node receives a RREQ from an intermediate node it checks whether if this is the 
first time to receive RREQ from the source. If so, it will forward this RREQ packet else it 
will stop the propagation and drop the received RREQ packet. Secondly the current nodes 
checks if it is the first node towards destination, if so, it will set the field of the first hop of 
RREQ by its address. 

A new route entry is created if the route entry of the source doesn’t exists. In the case 
where, the source sequence number of the received packet is greater than the source sequence 
number in the routing table that already exists then : the node will update the source sequence 
number in the routing table, delete all old paths that already exist, create a reverse path to the 
new fresh path and set the hop count filed as the maximum hop count [20]. 

In the case where the source sequence number of the received packet is equal to the 
sequence number in the routing table that already exist then: the node checks if this new path 
already exists, if so, it will update the expiration time. If this path doesn’t exist, and it’s a new 
disjoint path (no path with the first hop as the last hop exists for this route entry), the node 
will add the new path to the routing table only if there is not too many paths that already 
exists for this destination, and the new path does not differ too much in length compared to 
existing paths. The packet is dropped if there is a path with the same first hop node and has 
less hop count than the received packet.  

If the current node is the destination or have a valid path to it, it will send a route reply 
RREP else the node will forward the RREQ packet. When the intermediate node receives the 
RREP, it will add the destination to its routing table and create a reverse path to it, after that 
the intermediate nodes will backward the RREP until it reaches the source, hence multiple 
paths then are formed from source to destination. Figure 2 shows Route Reply packets flood 
in network and path establishment. 

 

Figure 2. Route Reply flood in network and path establishment 
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3.3 Route Maintenance 

To maintain a fresh status of disjoint paths, Hello messages are broadcasted periodically 
between neighbours. When receiving these messages, the expire time of link with neighbours 
is extended. If no messages were received, it means that these neighbours are no longer 
reachable and probably a link failure within the path between source and destination has 
occurred [21]. 

Multiple reasons can cause links failure (network congestion, node mobility or power 
failure, etc. To recover from a link failure, a Route maintenance procedure is launched. The 
route maintenance consists of sending a Route Error message RERR backward to the source 
node. The source node selects another secondary path for packet transmission. The best 
available path among the alternative paths is chosen. When all the alternative paths fail, the 
source restarts the route discovery process again. Figure 3 shows the REER flood in network 
[22]. 

 

Figure 3. Route Reply flood in the network and path establishment 

4. Proposed Approach 

3.1 Problem definition 

In this Section we describe the mathematical formulas used in this paper. Let the ad hoc 
wireless network be presented as graph G (N, L), where N represents nodes in network, and L 
represents the unidirectional links between nodes. 

   Let Eg (n, t) be the energy of a node n at time t   / n ∈ N; 

   Let I be an interval of time;  

   Let Tp be the packet transmission power;  

   Let Sz(pckt) be the packet size; 

   Let Bw be the bandwidth;  

   Let Eg (pckt) be the energy required to transmit a packet, it is calculated as follow: 
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                         ( ) ( )Tp Sz pckt
Eg pckt

Bw
⋅

=  .          (1) 

Let F be a function of energy consumption in I;  

Let Dp be the number of data packets; 

Let Ng be the number of neighbours in which a hello messages are received each I; 

Let Ep be the number of error messages; 

Let Cp be the number of control packets such as RREQs.  

The energy conception function F is given by: 

              ( ) ( )( ,  ,  ,  )F Dp Ng Ep Cp Dp Ng Cp Ep Eg pckt= + ⋅+ +     (2) 

The residual energy after one slot of time I is given by: 

           ( ) ( ) ( ) ,   ,   ,  ,  ,  Eg n t I Eg n t F Dp Ng Ep Cp=+ −            (3) 

The energy consumption between two slots of time is given as below: 

            ( ) ( )    ,   –   ,    C Eg n t I Eg n t= +        (4) 

The energy rate variation is given as follow: 

                          
( )

  100   
 ,  
CV

Eg n t
⋅=          (5) 

Given two nodes n1 and n2, the node with an increased number of neighbouring packets, 
route failure and data transmission packets, will consume an increased energy during time, 
hence the energy variation in time will be increased. A pre-emptive approach to reduce load 
on node with excessive energy rate variation is discussed in the next session. 

3.2 Proposed scheme 

 We have used the energy rate variation between two slots of time to detect all actions 
decreasing energy such as an increased routing packet transmission (Hello message, error 
packet and RREQ retransmission due to links failure). This may better reveal nodes with 
excessive energy consumption. 

In each interval of time the node will calculate the variation rate of its energy. Hello time 
interval is chosen to calculate this information. Meanwhile, to maintain a fresh a status of the 
network state, in each hello interval of time, a hello message is broadcasted between nodes to 
detect broken links. We added new field called Pckt_var to the hello packet. In the table 
down below we present the notation used in algorithms: 
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Table 1. Notation Description of Algorithms 

Notation Description 

Htime_intv Hello time interval 

Eng_(t) Current energy of the node at t  

t  Current time 

V Energy variation rate 

Eng_th1 Excessive consumption  threshold 

Eng_th2 Overload consumption  threshold 

Pckt_var Variation field added in packets 

Rt_entry Route entry 

Rt_table Routing table 

Ngb_nd Neighbour node 

Int_nd Intermediate node 

Id_Ngb Neighbour Id 

S and D Source and destination nodes 

Cp Control packet 

Marked Field in a path record indicating overload consumption of 

energy 

Buff_pckt Packet buffer 

min_hp Minimum hop count  

Htime_intv Hello time interval 

Eng_(t) Current energy of the node at t  

t  Current time 

V Energy variation rate 

Eng_th1 Excessive consumption  threshold 

Eng_th2 Overload consumption  threshold 

Pckt_var Variation field added in packets 

Rt_entry Route entry 

Rt_table Routing table 

Ngb_nd Neighbour node 

Int_nd Intermediate node 

Id_Ngb Neighbour Id 

S and D Source and destination nodes 

Cp Control packet 

Marked Field in a path record indicating overload consumption of 

energy 

Buff_pckt Packet buffer 

min_hp Minimum hop count  

In the case where the node has an overload energy consumption; other nodes will be notified 
when receiving the hello message. Algorithm 1 shows the energy rate variation computing as 
shown in (3) and (4).   
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Algorithm 1 : Energy Rate Variation Compute  
BEGIN 
  Pr_Eng = Eng_(0) 
  For each Htime_intv 
       V= ((Eng_(t) - Pr_Eng) / Pr_Eng) * 100 
       Pr_Eng = Eng_(t)  
       HELLO-> Pckt_var = V      
       If there is an active route then  
           Send Hello 
  End for each 
END 

The node keep in cache its energy rate variation. Two threshold Eng_th1 and Eng_th2 has 
been fixed based on the simulation results where Eng_th2 < Eng_th1. These threshold were 
set to detect excessive and overload energy consumption. Each RREQ or RREP received is 
compared with Eng_th1, in the case where the energy rate variation of a specific node 
exceeds Eng_th1 (excessive energy consumption), the node will no longer participate in the 
future discovering of routes and ignore discovering packets. In the contrary case, the node 
adds its energy rate variation in the packet and continue the packet forward.  

The node will notify its neighbours constantly about its energy rate variation. When the 
RREQ, RREP or Hello packet arrives to neighbours, they will compare it with Eng_th2 
(overload energy consumption), if it exceeds Eng_th2, the neighbours will not try to exhaust 
this node and rely on alternate paths with reasonable energy consumption if they exist. A new 
field called Pckt_Var is added to route request RREQ, route reply RREP and Hello packets as 
shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. AOMDV packets format 
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The notation used to descript packets fields are presented in the table down below: 

Table 2. Notation Description of Packets 

Parameter Value 

@ Src, @Dest Addresses of source and destination nodes. 

Src_seq, Dest_Seq Sequence number of source and destination nodes. 

Broadcast_Id Id of broadcast RREQ packet. 

Adv_Hop_Cnt Advertise Hop count. 

Life Time Contains life time of the packet 

First_Hop First hop in path from source to destination. 

Hop_count Hop count between source and destination. 

Reserved Reserved field in packet. 

Timestamp Used to compute route discovery latency when 

corresponding RREQ is sent. 

Pckt_var Energy rate variation in packets. 

The algorithm 2 below shows the detail description of our proposed approach.  First the 
sender broadcasts a RREQ to find a route to the destination. When the intermediate node 
Int_nd receives the control packet Cp (Hello, or route request packet RREQ, or route reply 
message RREP), it checks whether it can be forwarded. The control packet is forwarded just 
in the case where the energy variation of the node V (Int_nd) doesn’t exceed Eng_th1. In the 
contrary case, the node will not participate in route discovering and will drop the RREQ 
packet due its excessive consumption of energy. This may exclude nodes with an excessive 
energy consumption from route discovering. 

If the node does note consume excessively the energy, the intermediate node compare the 
energy variation of the neighbour V (Ngb_nd) that has send the RREQ with Eng_th2, if V 
(Ngb_nd) > Eng_th2, that’s means that the node has an overload consumption of energy. The 
reverse path to the source is added and marked to indicate overload consumption (a field 
named marked is added to the path, it is set to be true if overload energy consumption is 
detected: New_path.marked = true).  Eng_th2 is set to reduce load on nodes with an 
overload energy consumption. 

In the end, the intermediate node adds it energy variation rate to the packet and continue 
the packet forwarding. The packet is forwarded until it reaches the destination. The 
destination reply with a RREP. When intermediate nodes receives the route reply packet, it 
will repeat the same procedure of energy variation comparison with Eng_th2 and Eng_th1 to 
exclude nodes with excessive energy consumption from route discovering and reduce load 
and packet transmission frequency on nodes with an overload energy consumption. 

When a node receives a hello packet (Cp == Hello) from a neighbour it checks if it has 
an overload energy consumption, if so, all paths where this neighbour is the next hop to reach 
a specific destination is marked. These paths are exempted from packet transmission if there 
were alternate paths with reasonable energy consumption.  
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Algorithm 2: Packets Control Receive and Treatment 
BEGIN 
  S (or D) broadcasts CP  
  When Int_nd receive CP 
  If (Cp == RREQ or Cp == RREP) then 
    If ( V(Int_nd) > Eng_th1) then  
       Drop packet;   // excessive consumption  
    Else  
      If (V(Ngb_nd) > Eng_th2) then 
        New_path.marked = true   
        Add New_path to Rt_entry of S (or D)  
        Add Rt_entry to Rt_table  
        RREQ->Pckt_var = V OR RREP->Pckt_var =V  
        Continue packet forwarding   
      End If 
   End If 
  Else 
    If (Cp == Hello) then  
       If (V(Ngb_nd) > Eng_th2) then 
          For each Rt_entry in Rt_table 
                For each path in Rt_entry  
                    If (path->next_hop == Id_Ngb) then 
                        Path->marked = true  
                End For each 

      End For each 
    End If 
  End If 
END 

First the node will check if the packet buffer Buff_pckt is not empty and there is packets 
to be sent, the node will search for the route entry of each packet, afterward it will search for 
the optimal paths in hop count where the energy consumption is reasonable. Path2 receives 
the pointer of the selected path. The node will also search the optimal path from paths with 
overloaded consumption energy (path->marked == true), Path1 receives the pointer of the 
selected path from paths set. 

Finally, the algorithm will return the optimal hop count path from the paths with 
reasonable consumption, if there is no path with reasonable consumption energy where Path2 
is null, the algorithm return the optimal path from overloaded consumption paths (Path 1). 

The paths with the min hop count and which are not excessive in energy consumption are 
chosen. Therefore nodes with overload energy consumption due to frequent packet 
transmission will avoid battery exhaustion and be alive for much longer time. This may 
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reduce also the collision and the route error RRER packet resulting in a better packet delivery 
ratio and decreased link failure. The algorithm 3 describes the procedure.    

 

Algorithm 3: Data Packet Transfer 
BEGIN 
   If (Buff_pckt != null) then 
      For each packet in Buff_pckt   
         Find its Rt_entry in Rt_table 
         Path1, Path2 = null 
         min_hp1, min_hp2 = infinite  
         For each path in Rt_entry  
            If (path->marked == true) then  
                If (path->hop_count < min_hp1) then 
                    Path1 = path  
            Else If (path->hop_count < min_hp2) then 
                      Path2 = path 
        End for each 
        If (Path2 == null) then 
           Return Path 1 
        Else Return Path2   
     End For each 
   End If 
END 

The steps of our proposed algorithm are described as follow:  

1. Each node calculates its rate variation and keep it in cache. The source node send a 
RREQ to find destination. 

2. Intermediate nodes receives the RREQ, if the energy rate variation of the current 
node is lower than the excessive threshold of consumption, the node will continue the 
packet forward and adds it’s energy variation to the packet else the packet is dropped. 

3. The destination receives the RREQ and sends a route reply RREP to the source.   

4. Intermediate nodes receive RREP, adds its energy rate variation and continue packet 
forward if the consumption is not excessive. 

5. If paths are established, the source counts on paths with a reasonable consumption 
energy to route packets. 

6.  When a node is notified by a hello message that its neighbour has overloaded 
consumption, the node will try to route packet by using another alternate route. 
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5. Simulation and Results 

Experimenting the performance of the network communication protocols under real 
environment conditions is crucial to evaluate their effectiveness.  

Due to the high cost of these experimentation, we make call of the analytic and simulation 
methods. Both analytical and simulation methods are modelling approaches which aim at 
providing an idea of system performance, in different conditions. To run our simulations we 
used the well-known open source network simulator NS2.  

NS2 is designed specifically for research in computer communication networks. It contains 
modules for numerous network components such as routing, transport layer protocol, and 
application. To investigate network performance, researchers can simply use an easy scripting 
language to configure a network and observe results generated by NS2. Figure 5 shows the 
basic architecture of NS2 [23]. 

 

Figure 5. Network simulator NS2 architecture 

A comparison study is done with our algorithm called pre-emptive conserving life time 
AOMDV based on energy variation (PCEV_AOMDV) and the basic AOMDV protocol in the 
presence of mobility and route failure. The simulation parameters are summarized in the table 
below: 
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Table 3. Simulation Parameters. 

Parameter Values 

Routing protocol AOMDV, PCEV_AOMDV 

Terrain size 1500x1500 

Nodes 100 

Pause time 0,2,4,6,8,10 

Communication pattern 40 

Connexion Rate 8 packets/s 

Simulation Times 200  , 250 , 300 ,350 , 400  , 450 , 500 , 550 , 600 

Reception energy 1 w 

Transmission energy 1 w 

Initial energy 100 j 

We have used several metrics to evaluate our approach:  

• The Packet Delivery Ratio: the number of pockets delivered successfully. 
• The routing overhead: the number of control packet broadcasted in network divided         

by the total number of packet sent from source to destination.  
• The total energy consumption by nodes: this value is calculated in the end of 

simulation by the summation of the initial energy minus the current energy of nodes 
• Alive nodes: the number of alive nodes by the end of simulation.  

Simulation output is visualized in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Simulation output 

Avoiding sending packet with nodes that consume more than 0.5% of their energy 
(overload energy consumption) and exclude the nodes with excessive energy consumption 
more than 10 %, may reduce the probability of nodes death, this may avoid causing the 
launch of route error and route request packet in network leading to save nodes battery and 
increase the life time of nodes. In Figure 7, a better performance of our approach comparing 
to AOMDV is noticed in terms of alive nodes varying the time of the simulation. The best 
performance is noticed when the time of simulation is 350 seconds, the number of alive nodes 
is enhanced with 30 % compared to the basic AOMDV protocol. 
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Due to frequent link failure, rebroadcasting the RREQ packets to find routes from source 
to destination may increase the congestion of the network. With our proposed approach the 
network overhead is reduced by reducing the number of RRER and RERR broadcasted due to 
dead nodes. Figure 8 shows a reduced overhead in network using the proposed protocol 
PCEV_AOMDV varying the pause time. When pause time is 4 seconds, the overhead is 
reduced with 16 %. 

Avoiding the exhaust of overload nodes by the rebroadcast of RREQ and RRER packets 
due to nodes dead reduce the energy consumption using our protocol. Figure 9 shows the 
consumption energy of AOMDV comparing to the proposed approach. When the pause time 
is 0, the energy consumption is reduced from 7049 J to 6678 J.  

Figure 10 shows packet delivery ratio of the basic AOMDV comparing with our 
proposed approach varying pause time. It is obvious that PCEV_AOMDV has a reduced 
packet dropped ratio than AOMDV routing protocol due the fact that PCEV_AOMDV avoid 
to route packet with paths with overload nodes, which can extend the path life time and avoid 
link failure. Thus, the ratio of the packet received successfully raises. When the pause time is 
0 the packet delivery ratio increases with 4%. 

 

Figure 7. Number of alive nodes 
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Figure 8. Overhead management 

 

Figure 9. Consumed Energy 
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Figure 10. Packet Delivery ratio 

 

6. Conclusion and Perspectives 

AOMDV protocol is efficient and may reduce significantly the overhead, packet lost and 
increase the packet delivery ratio comparing to AODV. However, it is still suffering in high 
dynamic topology. In this paper, a pre-emptive approach based on the energy rate variation of 
nodes is used to reduce the number of dead nodes. The proposed protocol PCEV_AOMDV 
detect overload nodes by using historical information of energy consumption and avoid 
sending packet throw them. Our approach have been validated throw a detailed simulation 
study using the well-known NS2 simulator.  Several performance metrics are used to 
compare PCEV_AOMDV with the standard AOMVD. Simulation results show reduced 
number of dead nodes, reduced overhead and energy consumption and an enhanced packet 
delivery ratio.  

As a future work, there are several scenarios that could be implemented with this study to 
increase nodes life time, reduce overhead and energy consumption. The cross-layer 
coordination and communication between the different Ad hoc network layers to improve the 
QoS parameter using historical information can give better network performance to overcome 
rapidly and effectively to congestion and link failure. 
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